What answers do you still need?
Cost and complexity of POS, more experience with
Webflow
Why would they kill something that has no obvious
peer/equivalent in the marketplace??
Can pOS serve my client base
Ideally it would be best if platform OS was cheaper, as
most of our sites are using complex liquid - so we need
a platform that uses Liquid Markup - this seems to be
the crutch in the whole thing.
Any help or updates with Platform OS or Umbraco that
isn't already available. A 'getting started' webinar of
how to migrate an existing client to either platform
would be great as well, but I don't know if the platforms
are far along enough for that quite yet.
Not a developer, so I would love to hear how
ActionPanel is coming - though I want to learn and add
developer skills to my stack - so training would be
fantastic.

None. Might consider Platform OS at some point when
they get their act together
It'd be great to know what WP plugins people are using
to duplicate various BC features and functions.
Want to see if CodeProduction can deliver their
solutions with extensive web app support.
Waiting to see how Synergy8 and platformOS shake
out
Solutions are cobbled together with 3rd party apps CRM, CMS, Email Marketing - I do not want to offer a
matrixed solution to my customers. I am looking at this
from my customer's perspective - if I offer a bundled
solution e.g. Webflow, MailChimp and an ecommerce
solution, that will be a very hard sell. I'd love for Adam
Broadway to figure out his platform pricing PlatformOS is half as promising as the presentation
and the price is reasonable, I love to get busy migrating
to that platform.
Email
I'm still figuring out the best options for third party
integrations

Staying in loop
Understand the tools/front end frame works, admin etc
to get started building
Waiting for more info on Treepl and Platform OS and
hoping they will do everything that BC did but better.
Conversion quality when so much custom development
and app dev
What will BC Gurus do moving forward. I wouldn't mind
moving to a platform they will use.
Integrated CRM solution? Email Marketing solution?
Email account hosting? Complex webapp transition?
Ability to track inventory for product variables. Next, to
manage Training Events display by category,
registration/payment, and secure login access to
purchased online training modules. Apps-like
functionality in a mobile-ready website.
Future of CodeProduction + platformOS
hosting costs
How stable, developer-heavy, cost of sites on the POS.

Nothing at the moment, a case of monitoring what
others are experiencing and seeing what alternatives
they try
Solution for email management
Pricing, partner benefits, solidity and felxibility of the
email campaign capabilities
Just waiting for platform os
Struggling with a concise ecommerce system that can
match BC product groupings / variations
Email, Web, CRM and newsletter in 1 platform???
Detailed information on how Weebly Cloud works
I’d like to keep some clients on BC for a couple of
years but I don’t trust Adobe. Do I take the hit and
move the sites, or have the customers pay?
More details on the Admin interface and features with
time schedules for P-OS
A good hosting solution and all in one admin.

Answers the are clear regarding pricing and
transferring functionality relating to existing BC sites,
modules and web apps. The first presentation about
PlatformOS looked great and it was a moment where I
thought this is the solution and I can market
PlatformOS to my clients as a direct BC upgrade.
However, I got fairly confused when the discussion
turned to talking about using Treepl as an entry option
or something to do with having less than a certain
amount of clients and no clear pricing? It was the first
week of hearing the news about Adobe killing BC so it
was very understandable that everyone is scrambling,
but the presentation lacked clarity for those of us not
exactly technically astute as a full time programmer to
understand the underlining structure of the options
being discussed and how they would affect me and my
clients.
Is there greater interest for migrating to an open source
platform ?
Migration ... we want to see a seamless transfer if that’s
possible.
Learning the platform

I'm waiting to see the offerings from platform OS/code
production
I was curious why Adobe didn't offer their Experience
Cloud for a reduced price to all BC-clients.
Migration processes, pricing is a problem - need to sell
to my clients that they will pay more and get less....
pricing, some specific functionality questions
Nil
None
Waiting on Platform OS and code production to finalise
feature and price
I would like somebody to demo Shopify in the context
of BC. In general, the demos so far have been mainly
system overviews with some focus on web apps. I
would like to see more focus on the eCommerce side of
things, so we can see how other systems stack up
against Shopify. I am usually unavailable for the live
Webinar, but usually watch the recordings, but if you do
organise a demo of Shopify I will make sure I attend the
live event.

Patience is the long game here !
Clarity about migration
Nothing provides as complete a solution as BC at the
price point BC offered. Need a comprehensive BC
alternative.
How all of these pieces fit together, what 3rd party
systems are still needed and overall all $. Getting into
the dirt is the only way I'm able to rewrite my processes
and get this worked out.
Not certain about how to get started and what to
communicate to clients.
Whats working well for other partners? What platforms
are they liking and why
Dev resources
Pricing!! When will I have pricing nailed down. $50 p/m
starting, but with what limits!!

